
Goodnight 1181 

Chapter 1181 

1181 Red packets are useless 

Everyone fell silent when they saw Lin Hanxing walk down the stairs unscathed. 

He looked at her as if he had seen a ghost. 

Lin Hanxing had long been used to people looking at him like this, but when he was about to go out, he 

seemed to have thought of something and suddenly stopped, which scared han boming, who was 

standing on the stairs and watching, a lot. 

With how fierce she was in the private room on the second floor just now, she definitely wouldn’t get 

close to anyone if she could. 

But if this little girl wanted to come back and do that again ... 

Those people had bitter expressions on their faces as they quietly waited for misfortune to befall them. 

Lin Hanxing did not know what the people behind him were thinking. He only looked down and checked 

his clothes carefully to see if there was any dirt on them. If ah Xiao saw this ... 

When he was sure that everything was fine, Lin Hanxing let out a long sigh and pushed the door open. 

She didn’t know that because of her action of leaving, many people also made the same action of 

exhaling ... 

It was purely a conditioned reflex! 

.................. 

When Lin Hanxing returned to the car, the wound on father Lei’s hand had already been treated. 

“Dad, what are you doing?” 

He saw father Lei holding his phone and tapping on the screen. 

“......” 

Father Lei raised his head. His mature and charming face was now full of grievances. 

Wronged? 

Lin Hanxing suspected that he was seeing things. 

dad took a picture of him heroically injured and sent it to mom. He hopes that he can deduct less of his 

private money this month. 

Thunder valiant beast explained in a low voice. 

“......” 

Lin Hanxing seemed to be able to imagine the subsequent plot development. 
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Xuxu blacklisted him, right? 

Lin Hanxing mouthed the question to Lei Xiao, her little hand covering her lips, her long eyelashes 

fluttering with a touch of intelligence in her eyes. 

Yingluo’s Red packet was useless. 

Thunder valiant beast replied without a sound. 

‘It seems like mom is really angry,’ Lin Hanxing thought. 

“Dad, why don’t you find the red packet hidden in the big fortune tree’s basin at the corner of the 

stairs?” 

“......” 

Father Lei looked at her with a blank face. 

“What Fortune Tree?” 

“......” 

This time, it was Lin Hanxing who was speechless. So, who was the one who hid the red packet that he 

and mother Lei had accidentally found in the pot of the big fortune Tree? 

As he was thinking, Lin Hanxing’s phone started vibrating like crazy. 

It was a video call invitation from Yuan Bao. 

As soon as Lin Hanxing picked up, he heard Yuan Dabao’s earth-shattering cries. He was holding the big 

fortune Tree pot at the corner of the stairs. 

little grape ... Wow ... Pocket money ... Wow ... I don’t have any more ... 

Even through the phone, one could feel Yuan Bao’s ‘despair’ from the earth-shattering wailing! 

“......” 

“......” 

“......” 

Now, they all knew who had hidden the red packet in the pot of the Fortune Tree. 

“First aunt ... Wuwuwuwu ...” 

Yuan Bao’s sheep-like face was squeezed into a fat ball, which was now piled up on the entire screen. 

Although it was a little unkind, Lin Hanxing had to pinch his own thigh to stop himself from laughing out 

loud. 

Obviously, she had already guessed where the red packet had gone. 

It was because behind Yuan Bao, mother Lei was waving at Lin Hanxing with all her might, her face full of 

tears. 



“First aunt, I dug it out from my mouth ... Wuwuwuwu ...” 

Yuan Bao was on the verge of a mental breakdown. 

“......” 

“......” 

“......” 

So, he actually knew what it meant to be stingy? 

It must have been Yan beiming who taught him that! 

“Cough, cough, Yuan Bao ...” 

Lin Hanxing was organizing his words and thinking of how to comfort him when he heard Yuan Bao 

bawling again on the other end of the video call. 

I feel like I’m an unfortunate four-and-a-half-year-old! 

Yuan Bao hugged the flower pot of the Fortune Tree and wailed. Even Lei Cheng came down from 

upstairs because of the noise. 

“What are you arguing about?” 

As soon as Lei Cheng finished speaking, he saw mother Lei walk over and hug him with the utmost 

enthusiasm! 

“Son!” 

He also stuffed the unopened red packet into Lei Cheng’s pocket. 

“Mom made you some sweet soup!” 

“......” 

If he remembered correctly, mom said that the sweet soup was for sister-in-law to drink. When did it 

become him? 

Madam Lei gave her mistress an apologetic look. 

Lei Cheng was completely confused! 

On the other hand, the three of them, who had seen the entire ‘crime’ from the other end of the video 

call, were smart enough to not know anything. Besides ... 

Lei Cheng was already walking towards the crying Yuan Bao. 

“Woof! Little thief!” 

All of a sudden, Yuan Bao, who had been hugging the flower pot of the Fortune Tree, rolled on the 

ground and hugged his third uncle’s strong thigh like a carp! 

“......” 



What was going on? 

Lei Cheng felt that he hadn’t been back for too long and seemed to be out of touch with the family 

atmosphere. 

first aunt, quickly come back and seek justice for Yuan Bao! 

Through the screen, Yuan Bao was like an Angry Calf, hugging Lei Cheng’s leg tightly and not letting go! 

“......” 

Third brother, you’ve suffered! 

“......” 

Lei Xiaosan, I’m sorry! 

“......” 

Son, I’ve wronged you! 

“Let’s go, I think leicheng can still hold on for a while!” 

Lin Hanxing pursed his lips to stop himself from laughing out loud. He brushed the hair behind his ear, 

but suddenly ... 

The smile on her face froze instantly, and she subconsciously looked out of the window. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Lei Xiao sensed that something was wrong with Lin Hanxing. 

“It’s nothing. Let’s go,” 

Lin Hanxing’s lips curled up, but there was a faint haze in his heart. 

He didn’t know if it was his own illusion ... 

Just now, she seemed to have felt that someone was standing in the dark and looking in her direction. 

I hope I’m just being too sensitive! 

.................. 

Lin family villa, study. 

“I know.” 

Lin youlin had just hung up the phone call from Beijing. Her face was pale and bloodless. 

There was a family portrait on the table in front of her. 

Now, there were only a few people left in the photo. 

Knock, knock, knock. The sound of someone knocking on the door came from outside. 



“Come in.” 

Lin youlin said weakly. 

Soon, his son, Luo Wensu, walked in. 

“Mom,” she said. 

Luo Wensu’s eyes were dark as he stared at Lin qianlin. 

The recovery of the Jiangcheng Bay Bridge project had already indicated that the Lin family had lost this 

time. The Lin’s group was now on the verge of bankruptcy, not to mention that it also involved the 

compensation issue of X group. 

“Just give up.” 

Luo Wensu didn’t have much ambition. Right now, he only wanted the rest of his family to live well. 

Lin youlin looked up at him immediately! 

“What did you just say?” 

She looked at her youngest son in disbelief, slowly got up, and walked in front of him. 

return everything that belongs to Lin xiaojiu, and then our family will find a ... 

Before Luo Wensu could finish his sentence, he heard a tight slap across his face! 

are you letting your brother, your aunt, and your sister down by saying that?! 

Chapter 1182 

1182 Just you wait, that person will take her life 

Lin qianlin’s slap was so strong that Luo Wensu’s face was slanted to the side. 

Blood trickled down the corner of his mouth. 

“Mom, Ruyin has gone crazy.” 

When Luo Wensu raised his head again, he hid the sarcasm in his eyes. 

If Luo Wensu still had a little bit of fantasy about this family, everything disappeared with Lin youlin’s 

slap. 

“Ruyin isn’t crazy!” 

Lin youlin roared, she felt that her youngest son was deliberately making her unhappy today! 

“I told her to pretend! He’s pretending!” 

After the judicial appraisal, she would find a way to get Ruyin out of that damn place. 

Luo Wensu looked at her. 

He laughed sarcastically without a sound. 
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“Mom, Ruyin has really gone crazy!” 

Unless Ruyin really had such profound acting skills. 

But if she really had one, why would she bury herself in such a place? 

“What did you just say?” 

Lin youlin was stunned, and her head exploded. 

Looking at Luo Wensu, his legs went soft. If he hadn’t supported himself with his hands, he would have 

fallen to the ground. 

“You’re talking nonsense! You’re spouting nonsense!” 

“This can’t be real!” 

The consecutive blows over the past few days had caused Lin youlin to age rapidly. 

At that moment, she no longer had the aura that Lin Hanxing had when he first returned to Jiang city. 

She was like an old woman with one foot in the grave. Her body was hunched and she was panting as if 

she was going to faint at any moment. 

“Listen to my advice! We can’t win against her!” 

Luo Wensu could not help but recall the first time he met Lin Hanxing at the count of Starlight. 

That pair of extremely soul-stirring eyes seemed to be able to easily see through people’s hearts. 

She was in danger. 

That was the first thought that came to Luo Wensu’s mind. 

Later on, the facts proved that he was right. 

“I don’t believe it! I don’t believe it!” 

Lin youlin kept shaking her head, as if she couldn’t accept this blow. 

“Mom, just admit it, we lost!” 

Luo Wensu knelt down in front of Lin qianlin, his hand resting on her shoulder. 

“No!” 

Lin youlin shook her head with all her might, tears falling from her eyes as if she was unwilling to give 

up. 

“Even if I lose, there are still people watching her!” 

Luo Wensu’s movements suddenly stopped. 

“What did you just say?” 

Lin youlin grabbed her son’s wrist tightly, as if she wanted to dig her fingers into his skin. 



“Just you wait, that person will take her life!” 

In the phone call just now, the person from Beijing had said that everything was in place. This time ... 

They would definitely be able to take Lin xiaojiu’s life! 

He definitely could! 

Luo Wensu looked at Lin youlin’s crazy expression, and his whole body turned cold ... 

.................. 

Late at night. 

Lin Hanxing did not sleep well. 

The dream was a mess. The strong smell of blood and alcohol mixed together, as if it was going to drown 

people. 

Overbearing occupied his entire senses. 

The door was still the same door, blocking all the smells and sounds outside. 

Yingluo, I won’t leave you behind. 

Who was it? 

Who was speaking? 

Lin Hanxing hesitated and tried to push the door open again. 

The hand that landed on the door was small, unlike that of an adult. 

She suddenly stopped. 

He lowered his head and looked at his open palm. 

Dark red blood spread from her palm and dripped onto the floor. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes followed the blood. 

A pair of bare feet entered her field of vision. 

He slowly raised his head. 

A young man’s face came into view. 

He was standing right in front of her. 

His face could not be seen clearly. 

Only her frosty eyes seemed to be shrouded in a mist. 

The two of them just looked at each other. 

“I won’t leave you behind.” 



He only realized it later. 

Only then did Lin Hanxing realize that those words had come from his own mouth. 

She reached out to the door again. 

However, before his hand could touch it, Lin Hanxing’s wrist was held by an ice-cold temperature, 

stopping his movements. 

The thick smell of blood mixed with the smell of alcohol spread from behind the door. 

Lin Hanxing felt nauseated for a moment. 

Before she could say anything, the other party had already grabbed her wrist and pulled her in his 

direction. 

Lin Hanxing’s entire body was wrapped in an embrace that was mixed with the smell of wood. 

In an instant. 

His anxiety and uneasiness were cast out of his embrace. 

The inexplicable sourness made her close her eyes. 

There was a whistling sound of collision that caused the door to make an alarming sound. There was 

even blood gushing out of the door like waves. 

The teenager raised his hand. 

He placed his cold fingers beside Lin Hanxing’s ears and covered them. 

The next second, the turbulent blood engulfed the two of them ... 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes shot open. 

He sat up. 

The sound of rapid breathing could be heard in the darkness. 

“Star.” 

With a crisp sound, the dim yellow wall lamp lit up and Lin Hanxing was pulled into a strong embrace. 

“Did you have a nightmare?” 

Thunder owl’s large palm gently stroked her collarbones in a regular pattern, patiently wiping away the 

cold sweat on her forehead. 

Lin Hanxing’s long, black eyelashes blinked as he looked at Lei Xiao. 

“Ah Xiao, hold me a little tighter ...” 

Lin Hanxing stretched out his arms and hugged him, leaving an air-tight gap between them. 

She knew. 



This should be the aftereffects of Lei Cheng’s failed hypnosis session. 

Lei Xiao’s brows furrowed. 

In this position, the two of them lay back on the bed. 

He kissed her forehead again and again to comfort her. 

Lin Hanxing was in a daze. 

She seemed to be falling asleep again. 

Seeing that her condition was slightly better, Lei Xiao carefully moved his body, reached out to open the 

bedside cabinet, and took out a scented candle for sleeping. After lighting it for a short time, a faint 

fragrance spread in the room. 

After doing this series of actions, Lin Hanxing had already leaned over the moment her head touched 

the pillow. 

“I want to be closer to you.” 

Lin Hanxing said. 

The two of them were lying on the same pillow, and she only felt that her breath was filled with the 

smell of Thunder valiant beast. 

His chaotic heartbeat finally returned to normal. 

She did not open her eyes. 

But even so, he could feel the thunder valiant beast’s unblinking gaze on his face. 

“What did you dream of?” 

Lei Xiao’s voice was magnetic and hoarse from just waking up, and he reached out to push aside the hair 

stuck to her forehead. 

“It’s just a nightmare,” 

Lin Hanxing’s eyelashes trembled as he answered softly with his eyes closed. 

“Is it because you dreamed of me?” 

Lei Xiao’s extended arm was under Lin Hanxing’s head, and the two were pressed against each other. 

Lin Hanxing slowly opened his eyes. 

“It’s a beautiful dream to be able to dream of you.” 

Her voice was soft but very serious. 

Lei Xiao’s heart burned and he hugged her even tighter. This was exactly what Lin Hanxing needed at 

this moment. 

His temperature. 



It made her feel as if she had come back to life. 

The two of them leaned against each other and chatted. Soon, Thunder Valiant’s side quieted down. 

Under the dim yellow wall lamp, Lei Xiao’s cold features were immersed in the intersection of light and 

shadow. 

Clearly and secretly. 

Lin Hanxing noticed it. 

The young man’s eyes in the dream seemed to overlap with ah Xiao’s. 

At the same time, Lin Hanxing’s eyes turned cold when he received a call from his subordinate. 

Zhong Xueqing and han boming ... 

Chapter 1183 

1183 Left eye for fortune, right eye for disaster 

In these two days, two major events happened in Jiang city. 

The first thing was that the Lei group had officially signed the contract with the government to 

undertake the Jiangcheng sea bridge project. 

Now, who wouldn’t be envious of the Lei family’s luck? 

It must be known that the initial investment of the Fang, he, and Lin families was enough to make the 

receiver feel like they had picked it up for free. This was equivalent to paying for meat but being 

intercepted halfway ... 

Whoever cut off the money would get a big advantage, but whoever paid would be the sucker. 

But ... 

If one were to really count the events this time, it was the he family and the Lin family who had brought 

this upon themselves. Even though the Fang family had met with an undeserved calamity, it was Zhong 

Xueqing’s fault for choosing these two business partners. Furthermore ... 

It was said that the money that Zhong Xueqing invested in this project was actually from han boming, 

who had admired her for many years. In addition, after the incident at CQ group, he couldn’t even save 

his daughter ... 

Who would still doubt that this was not true? 

The second matter was related to an unsolved case in Jiang city. 

It was a massacre. 

Even after so many years, the murderer’s cruelty was still terrifying. 
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It was said that the reason why the Lei family’s third young master, Lei Cheng, had returned from abroad 

was because the city Bureau had hoped to use his expertise to help them analyze from different angles. 

As for why the old case would be brought up again after so many years ... 

I heard that there’s a new important clue! 

Of course, in Jiang city, other than these two major events, there was another event that attracted the 

public’s attention. 

That was Lei kangnian’s birthday party. 

Because it was rare for the four sons of the Lei family to gather together, in addition to their close friend 

Yuan shaojing also being in Jiang city, the Lei family held a rare grand event. 

Among them, Lin xiaojiu, who had appeared as the future eldest daughter-in-law, was the most eye-

catching. 

What’s more, he heard that Yuan shaojing was going to officially announce the future successor of Yuan 

group at the banquet, and the yuan family had already flown to Jiang city a few days ago. It seemed that 

the news was true. 

He just didn’t know who Yuan shaojing had chosen to inherit his wealth that could rival a country’s. 

The curiosity of the Jiang city masses was piqued by this answer, and they could only hope that the day 

of the answer would come soon. 

Father Lei’s birthday party was finally held at a hotel under the Lei group. 

That day, the entire hotel was busy since early in the morning. It could be said that they had been 

preparing for a long time for the banquet that would attract the attention of the entire city. 

All the red wine at the banquet was air-flown from the French winery, Raffel, and the bottles were all 

collector’s items. 

Lin Hanxing had used his personal connections to invite the most famous national treasure-level 

Imperial banquet master in n country to cook for the banquet. This news was spread by someone, and it 

made people even more eager to attend. 

He was the most famous master in n nation. 

As for the other preparation work, it let the others know what it meant to be a true inhumanely rich 

man. 

The most important thing was that the Lei family was here to show off their wealth. Many of the gifts 

were prepared by Lei kangnian’s close friends. To outsiders, many of the people who had nothing to do 

with Lei kangnian were actually related to him. 

Both the black and white sides had to give him face! 

For a time, the people of Jiang city regarded being able to receive an invitation to Zhang leikang’s 

birthday banquet as a Supreme honor ... 



.................. 

At the same time, at the SU family’s Villa. 

Zhong Yifu and su zhanlong looked at the invitation that had just been sent over, and neither of them 

spoke. 

Ever since the incident with Luo Mingwei, the two of them had not been as insensible as before, 

especially Zhong Yifu. She had even completely given up on eating meat and fish and changed to eating 

vegetarian food. 

Others might think that she had changed, but only Zhong Yifu herself knew it best ... 

She was scared! 

Even now, Zhong Yifu would still wake up from nightmares of Luo Mingwei’s head exploding. 

The mixture of red and white when it fell ... 

Then, he thought back to the bowl of pig blood tofu Lin xiaojiu had been holding in the hospital ... 

Zhong Yifu retched silently. 

Now that she thought about it, her entire scalp still felt numb. The stinky smell was like a plot replay, 

making her feel uncomfortable from the bottom of her heart. 

“This ... Could there be a mistake?” 

Zhong Yifu reached out and flipped through the invitation, but no matter how she looked at it, it was an 

invitation to Lei Kang’s birthday party. 

That’s right. 

It was the invitation to his birthday party. 

At the end, it was even stamped with the Lei corporation’s unique seal. 

There was no other shop. 

Su zhanlong wasn’t like a headless fly like Zhong Yifu. Lin xiaojiu’s face instantly appeared in his mind. 

“Did Zhong Xueqing contact you?” 

Suddenly, su zhanlong said this. 

Zhong Yifu’s expression suddenly became sarcastic. 

“There is! He even called her several times! But I’ve killed them all!” 

Back then, he had kicked her away like trash. What else could he say now? Besides, the phone call was 

either for the Jiangcheng Bay Bridge or for the money! 

No matter which one it was, she was not willing to deal with it. 

“I’m afraid that Lin xiaojiu prepared this invitation for us!” 



Su zhanlong leaned his entire body against the sofa, and the expression on his face seemed to be very 

profound. 

“Lin xiaojiu?” 

Zhong Yifu couldn’t help but shiver at the mention of this name. 

It was completely a conditioned reflex. 

Xuxu’s aunt should recuperate and strive to be discharged as soon as possible. After all, it wouldn’t be 

long ... 

Yingluo still needs your help! 

However, after saying all that at the hospital, they never saw each other again. Instead, news about Lin 

xiaojiu continued to spread to their ears. 

The more she heard, the more Zhong Yifu regretted it. 

Their feelings for each other had grown even stronger after the scandal of CQ group. 

Who would have thought that Y R was Lin xiaojiu’s? This place, which had been built and put into use for 

so many years, and had created so many enviable profits, actually belonged to Lin xiaojiu? 

How was she the pitiful orphan girl who had gone missing for 18 years? 

If he had the time to sympathize with Lin xiaojiu, he might as well check how much money he had in his 

bank account! 

Zhong Yifu, however, felt cold all over. 

Thinking back to everything that had happened from the very beginning, what else did she not 

understand? 

Lin xiaojiu was here to take revenge on the Lin family, and her husband’s relationship with Luo Mingwei 

happened to be the key to Lin xiaojiu’s plan. That woman was very scheming ... 

When Zhong Yifu thought about it, she felt like dying! 

“Why do I feel a little scared?” 

Zhong Yifu spoke to su zhanlong slowly. Not only was she afraid, but all the hair on her body stood up in 

an instant. 

Su zhanlong didn’t say anything. He weighed the invitation in his hand, but he was thinking about other 

things in his heart. 

I’m afraid nothing good will happen at the banquet. 

old su, my right eyelid has been twitching! 

Suddenly, Zhong Yifu reached out and grabbed su zhanlong’s wrist, pointing at her right eyelid. 

It was throbbing. 



The left eye could jump for wealth, but the right eye could jump for disaster! 

Chapter 1184 

1184 As long as the Lei family is together 

The lights were just lit. 

A luxurious banquet was about to take place. 

The night seemed to be lit up by bright lights, like a dream. 

Because the invited guests were all of extraordinary origins, the hotel had no choice but to increase the 

security level. In the luxurious banquet hall, many people active in the political and business world came 

to congratulate them. 

In the resting room, mother Lei’s eyes were fixed on Lin Hanxing, unwilling to look away. 

My daughter-in-law is so pretty! 

As the main characters of the day were father and mother Lei, Lin Hanxing’s dressing was obviously 

much more low-key. The silk tube top evening dress was a gradual transition from black to white, as if 

another layer of skin was sticking to his body. His waist was slender and graceful, and his faintly 

discernible charming curves were enough to make any man go crazy. 

She was wearing a 10cm high heel custom-made for Stuart Weitzman’s white diamond. 

As Lin Hanxing moved, the light and soft skirt refracted under the light, creating a strong layered effect. 

“Mom, there might be some small twists and turns tonight.” 

Lin Hanxing took out the set of jade jewelry that he had prepared earlier and helped mother Lei put it 

on. 

In the reflection of the mirror, she spoke as her red lips curved up slightly. Her porcelain white face was 

so white that it was glowing. Her waist-length slightly curly hair was half-tied behind her head, revealing 

the diamond earrings on Xiao Qiao’s earlobes. 

“But I’m here, don’t worry.” 

Lin Hanxing leaned over and placed his hands on mother Lei’s shoulders, draping the shawl that he had 

prepared for her. 

The SU-embroidered cheongsam that mother Lei was wearing today was custom-made by Lin Hanxing a 

month ago. As it was handmade, the cost was naturally not cheap. 

Mother Lei looked at Lin Hanxing through the mirror. Her eyes were filled with love and wisdom. 

“As long as the Lei family is together ...” 

He patted Lin Hanxing’s hand and smiled. 

He knew that she had been preparing for this day for a long time. 
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The two of them quickly came out of the lounge. Yuan Bao and little grape were each holding a bottle of 

yogurt. When they saw them coming out, they couldn’t help but cry out. 

The sheep dumpling was wearing a small suit, and the little bow tie on her neck swayed. 

Meanwhile, little grape was wearing a light yellow puffy dress and holding a yogurt bottle in her hand. 

Her eyes were shining as she looked at Lin Hanxing. 

“Hug ...” 

Little grape blinked her big, watery eyes and suddenly opened her arms to hug Lin Hanxing’s thigh, 

looking up at her. 

It was cute and soft. 

Lin Hanxing felt as if his heart was about to melt in her baby voice. 

There was a knock on the door from outside. 

“Yinyin ...” 

The next second, Lei kangnian pushed the door open and entered. 

When he saw his wife, he was stunned by her mature and cold facial lines. 

His eyes fell on Zhong Nanyin. 

Lin Hanxing could not help but chuckle at the sight and hugged the little grape. 

“Is it good?” 

Zhong Nanyin walked in front of him and opened his arms, his face full of smiles. 

Lei kangnian regained his senses after a while, his eyes were as gentle as water. 

“It’s nice.” 

His Yinyin would look good no matter how she dressed up. 

As he thought about it, he placed his hand on her head, but before he could touch his wife, she slapped 

it away in disgust. 

“Your hands are so stupid, what if you mess up my hair!” 

“......” 

The hairstyle is more important! He is more important! 

little stars, stars, stars ... 

As Yan beiming followed Lei Xiao over, he kept winking at Lin Hanxing. 

He had an evil smile. 

“Father Lei, mother Lei, ah Xiao and little Hanxing are going to give you a big gift tonight!” 



Yan beixiao said these words in a rhythmic manner, and the sacred hands, who had come with him, 

could not help but roll his eyes. His silver-white hair was even more dazzling under the light. 

Lei Xiao didn’t say a word and just looked at Lin Hanxing, who was standing not far away. 

She was still holding little grape in her arms. 

The little girl was soft and small, making Lei Xiao’s heart warm. 

She couldn’t help but fantasize about what the child would be like. 

It had to be a daughter. 

She was like a little princess. 

He would definitely dote on her like how he did on Hanxing, and let her live a life of unrestraint and 

lawlessness. 

little Yanzi, what did you give me!!!? 

Mama Lei walked forward and twisted Yan Beichen’s ear as she asked with a smile. For a moment, the 

waiting room was very lively. 

Lin Hanxing put the little grape down and gave her and Yuan Bao a lollipop each. Then, he walked in the 

direction of Lei Xiao, but stopped when he passed sacred hands. 

Her eyes fell on him meaningfully. 

Sacred hands shivered and looked at Lin Hanxing warily. 

sacred hands, Yan beiming and the others all said that you have the ability to resurrect the dead. 

“......” 

So? 

Sacred hands subconsciously used his hands to protect his ribs, almost reflexively. 

if someone gets shot here, do you have the confidence to take it out? ” 

Lin Hanxing used his hand to tap his head. When mother Lei heard this, she immediately became 

nervous. 

“Daughter-in-law, what bullet? Are you alright?” 

Mother Lei could not care less about Yan beiming. She wrapped her hands tightly around Lin Hanxing’s 

shoulders and stared at him. 

“It’s not me, it’s a friend,” 

When it came to his profession, sacred hands ‘expression instantly became serious. 

“How long? Specific location? Do you have a film?” 

Lin Hanxing was stumped by the three consecutive questions. 



it’s been in her head for at least five years. Three months ago, her attending doctor told her that the 

bullet was finally going to endanger her life, so I wanted to ask you, is there any way to perform the 

operation? ” 

Sacred hands did not answer immediately. 

He just touched his chin with his hand, as if he was seriously thinking. 

“There’s too little useful information, so I can’t answer you directly! But ...” 

Sacred hands raised his head, and his cold eyes were serious. 

I can say that if I can’t do this surgery, then no matter who else does it, your friend will only die! When it 

came to professional issues, the sage hand would never be vague. 

Lin Hanxing did not say anything. 

If it was in the past, the life and death of others had nothing to do with her. 

She was just the ninth young lady who fulfilled her employer’s wish. 

There wouldn’t be too much personal involvement with the employer. 

However, ever since she got together with the Thunder valiant beast, she could no longer be like before. 

Moreover ... 

Song Chenxi’s pale face appeared in Lin Hanxing’s mind, and there was a subtle fluctuation of emotions 

in her beautiful eyes. 

“Sacred hands, do you have time recently?” 

After she was done with the matters in Jiang city, she would leave for country G. After all, although Zhan 

Nanheng’s situation was stable for the time being, it was only so on the surface. Moreover ... 

Lin Hanxing also wanted to know what her mother had sent to mother Zhan back then to cause her to 

be in such a life-threatening situation ... 

The answers to these questions ... 

No matter what, he could not avoid the second Princess Consort. 

Lin Hanxing’s intuition told him that the item might have a direct connection to the mysterious 

mastermind in the capital! 

“I’ll be at your call.” 

Sacred hands raised his eyebrows. The more difficult the mission was, the more he liked it! 

Chapter 1185 

1185 What good deeds did I do in my past life? 

Lin Hanxing calmed down a little. 
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alright, I’ll have to trouble you to make a trip to country G in a few days. 

As soon as she finished speaking, mother Lei’s eyes lit up when she heard the words ‘country g’. 

He reached out his finger and poked Lei Xiao. 

She had a look of disappointment in her eyes, as if she was not going to marry her precious wife! 

Now that she heard the word ‘G nation’, mother Lei immediately thought of Zhan Nanheng’s harmless 

baby face. 

Fresh meat! 

Lei Xiao pretended not to see it, only hoping that when the news of their marriage was announced 

tonight, his parents would not be too excited. 

As for that Zhan Nanheng ... 

Hehe. 

As they were talking, Lin Hanxing’s phone vibrated. 

He glanced at the information displayed and subconsciously looked up at Thunder valiant beast. 

Who would have thought that the man’s eyes would not leave her for even a moment. When he saw Lin 

Hanxing looking at him, his thin lips moved. 

Lin Hanxing gave him a look that told him to calm down. 

“Sacred hands.” 

Lin Hanxing put his phone back and gestured to the sacred hands to go out before walking out of the 

lounge. 

Very quickly, sacred hands followed. 

“Now, I have a favor to ask of you,” 

Lin Hanxing added before sacred hands could speak. 

“This matter concerns ah Xiao and the Lei family, I can’t take any risks. You’re the most suitable one.” 

“What’s so serious?” 

Seeing her serious look, sacred hands ‘expression also became serious. 

“I have a few people here who are injured. I need your help to take care of them. You must not let 

anything happen to them!” 

This was also the main reason why she had specially asked Yan beiming to bring the sacred hands to the 

lounge. 

“What kind of injury?” 

Sacred hands finally realized why that Yan guy had asked him to bring along his life-saving equipment. 



Lin Hanxing glanced at him. 

“Gunshot wound.” 

.................. 

The yuan family, represented by Yuan San, was standing in the corner of the banquet hall, whispering to 

each other as they looked at the guests. 

Although they had long known about the power of the Lei family in the country, it was another thing to 

see it with their own eyes. The invited guests today included all the leading forces in the political and 

business world in the country, and the lineup could almost be said to be shockingly luxurious. 

“Dad, I heard that the Lei family put in a lot of effort when uncle first entered the country?” 

Yuan yunrong asked softly. 

She looked quiet and elegant in the season’s luxury brand dress, but the deliberately pointed mole at 

the corner of her eye was a little out of place. Coupled with the white diamond bracelet on her wrist, 

she looked familiar no matter how he looked at her. 

“Yes.” 

Yuan San, who was holding a glass of champagne, was still thinking about how to get in touch with those 

people. 

although the yuan family is powerful in country G, your uncle didn’t have much say in many situations 

when he first moved his branch here in Jiangcheng. It was the Lei family who helped him to gain a firm 

foothold and open up a new situation. 

After thinking for a while, Yuan San added. 

“To be exact, it’s the Thunder valiant beast.” 

This young man was truly remarkable. 

Yuan San had to admit it. 

When Yuan shaojing decided to enter the domestic market, Lei kangnian had already stepped down 

from the main position. As the then President of the Lei group, Lei Xiao was appointed to help the yuan 

family break the deadlock from scratch. 

It could be said that few people today could compare to him in terms of foresight and execution. 

Not to mention, he had that kind of status internationally. 

Although Lei kangnian had changed his image back then, there were still some businesses that could not 

be brought to the table. And these parts were all controlled by Lei Xiao. 

Yuan yunrong used the action of drinking champagne to cover up her pondering. 

That handsome but cold face appeared in her mind, and her heart beat wildly. 

“Third brother, who do you think big brother will announce as the successor tonight?” 



The person who spoke was Yuan Qixian, the fifth son of the yuan family. He had a heavy expression on 

his face. 

After they came to Jiang city, big brother did not have any intention of taking the initiative to see them. 

From the looks of it, he was still angry about them making the decision to contact the second Princess 

Consort. 

“Is it that Yuan Kang?” 

The yuan family’s sixth child, who was also the youngest sister, Yuan Meiyun, came over and muttered. 

“As long as big brother isn’t old and muddle-headed, that Yuan Kang will never get his turn!” 

Yuan Wu directly retorted. 

“Moreover, who else is more suitable than our third brother?” 

This sentence obviously pleased Yuan laosan. However, after a short moment of joy, his heart was 

covered by dark clouds again. 

He also wanted to be in that position! 

But ... 

“Third brother, quickly look!” 

Yuan Meiyun suddenly said. 

Uncle hai, who was supposed to be by Yuan shaojing’s side, appeared in the crowd. He seemed to have 

just picked someone up, and the person standing beside him was ... 

“I’m not seeing things, right?” 

The other members of the yuan family muttered softly. Even Yuan San rubbed his eyes. 

“The chief of Hua Ji is also here?” 

Yuan San muttered to himself, an indescribable feeling rising in his heart. 

Perhaps it was only at this moment that he truly felt that his big brother was really going to give up his 

position tonight. 

He wasn’t just saying it. 

As they were talking, uncle hai seemed to have caught the yuan family’s gaze and looked in their 

direction. 

The moment their eyes met, he greeted the head of Hua Ji and walked in the direction of Yuan San. 

“Mr. Yuan’s decision was made after careful consideration. Mr. Yuan San ...” 

Uncle hai looked at him with a meaningful look, and his lips even showed a thin smile. 

She patted his shoulder and turned to leave. 



He seemed to have revealed something important, but he also seemed to have said nothing. 

This made Yuan shaojing’s brother feel incredulous. 

Could it be ... 

His surprised and complicated gaze fell on Yuan San. Could it be that big brother is going to hand the 

yuan family over to ... 

No one noticed that the moment uncle hai turned around, the smile on his face suddenly turned into a 

sneer. They had painstakingly planned this and that, and they did not even care about Mr. Yuan. Tonight 

... 

He was really looking forward to it! 

.................. 

The banquet had not officially started yet, but the guests took the opportunity to chat with each other 

and expand their network. 

The four young masters of the Lei family were, of course, the hot topic. At this time, the second young 

master, Lei Yu, the third young master, Lei Cheng, and the fourth young master, Lei Jue, were standing in 

the center of the banquet hall. They were talking about something while accompanying Yuan shaojing, 

and their tall and strong figures stood among the crowd. 

He was so outstanding that one could not help but sigh. 

He did not know what kind of good deeds Madam Lei had done in her past life to be able to give birth to 

these four proud sons of heaven. 

The rarest thing was that the entire Lei family seemed to be in a tight Alliance, without any infighting. 

The relationship between the brothers was impenetrable, and the atmosphere ... 

Not to mention how envious the other rich families in Jiang city were. 

If they had initially thought that the Lei family’s eldest young master Lei Xiao’s meeting with the Lin 

family’s youngest ninth son, Lin Hanxing, was the only stain on his life, then as time passed, these people 

finally realized ... 

So it wasn’t that they were blind, but that they had eyes but failed to see. 

Who would have thought that the Lin family’s ninth young master, Lin Hanxing, who had disappeared 

without a trace for eighteen years, would have so many shocking identities? 

Chapter 1186 

1186 I hope you can be clear-headed 

Not to mention that method, that appearance ... 

Nowadays, the favorite topic of conversation in Jiang city was how rich was little nine of the Lin family? 
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Not to mention the huge profits that the world’s most famous model company, IM X, brought every 

year, they also had Y R in their hands. It was said that Zhu chengdi’s laboratory would also transfer the 

revenue from their unique patents to her ... 

Moreover, Lin xiaojiu was a graduate of D University. This ... 

In other words, there was no point in being envious! 

This luck was really too good to be envied! 

Back then, those people had said that Lin xiaojiu had seduced young master Lei because he coveted the 

Lei family’s wealth. However, this woman had silently given him a tight slap in the face! 

He just asked if it hurt! 

It hurt! No! It hurt! 

“Why did I think I saw our aunt just now?” 

Lei Jue pushed up the frameless glasses on his high nose bridge and whispered to his second brother, Lei 

Jing. The banquet was about to start and he did not want anything to go wrong. 

“It doesn’t seem like it, it is.” 

Lei Cheng glanced at the corner. The two people who seemed to be isolated and ignored were the two 

from the SU family. 

However, his mind was still on the phone call with Dr. Zhong last night, and his expression was slightly 

serious. 

“Who let them come?” 

Ever since Luo Mingwei’s incident, the SU family had finally quieted down for a while. Lei Jue had almost 

forgotten about the existence of such an unpleasant person. 

“Sister-in-law.” 

Lei Yu said as he handed a glass of champagne to his brother. 

When he heard that it was Lin Hanxing, Lei Jue did not think that there was anything wrong with it, and 

his expression softened. 

In any case, sister-in-law would not do this for no reason. 

As they were talking, Lei Xiao’s parents slowly walked out from behind. Lin Hanxing was talking to Lei 

Xiao with his head turned to the side. The diamond earrings on his ear swayed slightly, causing a series 

of seductive ripples. 

There was a brief silence in the crowd. 

Even though this was not the first time he had seen Lin xiaojiu, no matter how many times he had seen 

him, he would never forget his face. 



Yuan yunrong, who was standing beside Yuan San, was also looking at her with a complicated 

expression. 

Subconsciously, she touched the mole at the corner of her eye that she had drawn on purpose. She had 

already thought of what to say. If Lin Hanxing said that she was copying her again, she would have 

something to refute. 

However, when she arrived here today, Yuan yunrong discovered that many of Jiang city’s socialites also 

had a mole at the corner of their eyes. 

She finally understood something from the conversation she had overheard. It turned out that there was 

a trend in Jiang city to imitate Lin Hanxing, and the socialites all started to imitate her and put mole 

points at the corner of their eyes. 

For a moment, it was hard to tell which was real and which was fake. 

Yuan yunrong’s heart felt like it was blocked. 

He couldn’t tell what he was feeling. 

Lin Hanxing took the champagne glass from Lei Xiao. She did not know what Lei Xiao said, but she 

chuckled. 

Her skin was as white as snow, and she was charming. 

It was a Beauty’s face that even a hibiscus could not compare to. 

As if sensing that someone was looking at him, he raised his head. 

Yuan yunrong’s heart suddenly jumped. 

“I’ll go over for a while.” 

Lin Hanxing said to Lei Xiao in a low voice. Then, he walked towards the direction he had seen earlier 

with his glass of champagne. 

As the small band played, Lin Hanxing gracefully walked past the guests. 

Yuan yunrong felt Lin Hanxing getting closer and closer to her, and the pressure that seeped out from 

her bones made her feel suffocated. She subconsciously wanted to hide behind her sister, Yuan 

Hualong. 

He could still hear the clacking of her high heels against the floor. 

As Lin Hanxing got closer and closer, Yuan yunrong’s breathing became more and more rapid. However, 

Lin Hanxing didn’t even look at her and walked past her, not far behind her. 

“......” 

His heart, which had been in his throat, was suspended in the air. 

He didn’t know if he should fall or not. 

A feeling of being neglected and looked down on spread in his chest ... 



Lin Hanxing had no idea what Yuan yunrong was thinking. She didn’t see her at all, and even when she 

was about to walk up to her and noticed her presence, she didn’t have the slightest intention to greet 

her. 

Soon, Lin Hanxing was standing beside Zhong Yifu. 

“Lin ... Lin ...” 

After a long time, Zhong Yifu still couldn’t finish her sentence. However, the stiff smile on her lips looked 

as fake as it could be. 

Lin Hanxing didn’t say anything, he just sipped his champagne elegantly. 

Her gaze fell on father Lei, who was talking to Yuan shaojing and about to walk up the stage. 

“Why are you so nervous?” 

Lin Hanxing said indifferently. There was not much expression on his delicate little face. 

His eyes were a little cold. 

“No, I’m not nervous.” 

Zhong Yifu smiled awkwardly. 

Because of Lin Hanxing’s arrival, many people’s eyes seemed to be looking in their direction. 

Originally, ever since Zhong Yi and his wife entered the banquet venue, it was as if they were isolated. 

No one greeted them, and no one was willing to stand beside them. They were all separated by a long 

distance. 

This made Zhong Yifu, who was used to lively flattery, feel uncomfortable. 

Lin Hanxing didn’t say much about Zhong Yifu’s denial. 

The number of guests today was beyond her expectations. 

Suddenly, Lin Hanxing’s hand stopped. 

The strange feeling of being stared at came back again. 

Aunt Mian’s training made him more sensitive almost instantly. 

He held the wine glass without a sound. 

He felt that the feeling that person gave him was very uncomfortable. 

“There’s going to be a good show tonight,” 

Lin Hanxing calmed himself down as quickly as he could and said in a deep voice, ” 

This sentence was spoken at a volume that only Zhong Yifu and su zhanlong could hear. After the two of 

them heard it, they looked at each other, especially su zhanlong. No one knew what he was thinking. 

“I hope ...” 



Lin Hanxing tilted his head and looked into Zhong Yifu’s eyes. He smiled and raised his glass at her. 

Lin Hanxing’s attitude was captured by the others, and they could not figure out what he meant. 

“You can be clear.” 

After finishing his sentence, Lin Hanxing’s smile did not penetrate into her beautiful eyes that seemed to 

be able to see through people’s hearts. His cold and indifferent expression reached the deepest corner 

of Zhong Yifu’s heart. 

“What do you want me to do?” 

Zhong Yifu’s lips trembled as she asked. She kept thinking about what else she could be useful to Lin 

Hanxing. Even if she was going to die, she should at least let Lin Hanxing know why! 

Lin Hanxing laughed. 

“You’ll know soon enough.” 

The banquet was about to start. 

As Lin Hanxing was thinking about this, father Lei had already started to give a short speech to thank all 

the guests who came today. 

Jiang Xibao came to her side quietly. 

Today, Jiang Xibao was wearing a small dress that Bai Xi had specially prepared for her. Her originally 

white and tender face had makeup on, and there was a hint of red in it. It made people want to reach 

out and pinch her face. 

“Can you control your eyes?” 

Yan Beichen elbowed Liang yuran, who was beside him. Ever since that chubby little girl came out, Liang 

yuran’s gaze had been drifting over her body. Did he really think he was blind? 

Chapter 1187 

1187 Ill-intentions 

Lin Hanxing could smell the faint fragrance coming from Jiang Xibao’s body. It smelled like tea. It smelled 

so good that it was refreshing. “Ninth young lady, the mute uncle and Bai Xi are ready.” Jiang Xibao said 

in a voice that only the two of them could hear. Lin Hanxing smiled and handed her a glass of 

champagne. “Xi Bao.” Lin Hanxing’s gaze fell on the stage. Father Lei was obviously very interesting as 

the crowd applauded from time to time. “Our ten year agreement back then said that you can be free at 

any time.” She said softly. 

Jiang Xibao’s eyes widened in shock. “Ninth young lady, I ... I promise to eat less in the future!” Jiang 

Xibao looked like he was about to cry. “I didn’t mean it that way.” Lin Hanxing’s expression was as 

helpless as he could be. Xi Bao was good in every way, but he was a little stubborn. Lin Hanxing wanted 

to explain, but he swallowed the words back down. Now was not the time. I’ll be going to country G for 

a while. Are you willing to come with me? ” She changed the topic and took the lead to give Jiang Xibao 
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a heads up. After all, the conditions in country G were definitely not as convenient as those in Jiang city, 

not to mention the hidden dangers. 

I’m willing, I’m willing. I’ll follow you wherever you go, ninth young lady! Just now, Jiang Xibao thought 

that Lin Hanxing did not want him to follow him. He did not expect that he would be pulled back to 

heaven from Hell in the next second. His heart was beating rapidly like he was on a roller coaster. 

Hearing this, Lin Hanxing glanced at Liang yuran’s side. He chuckled and shook his head without saying 

anything else. Suddenly, there was a vibration in her handbag. Lin Hanxing’s expression did not change 

as he took it out and glanced at it. It was an unknown number. The content was only two words. Be 

careful. Lin Hanxing looked at the two words on the screen and fell into deep thought. 

In her mind-she couldn’t help but link these two words to the note she had received when she was 

trying on the dress in the store before the Lin family’s banquet. Don’t drink anything tonight. At that 

time, that person had reminded him of this. She silently deleted the message as if nothing had 

happened. Naturally, no one else noticed her. Only the Thunder valiant beast. Standing at the head of 

the Lei family’s four sons, Lei Xiao had been looking at her from the start. His eagle-like eyes, which were 

usually filled with indifference, were now occupied by a gentleness that was difficult to describe with 

words, making his already proud and handsome face even more charming. Although father Lei was the 

one making the witty remarks, the socialites present couldn’t help but look at the four outstanding men. 

Their model-like figures were really tempting. It was like an idol group, standing behind their mother. It 

had to be said that Madam Lei really made people jealous. 

Which man could pamper her like a little girl for decades and have a strong relationship with her? not to 

mention cheating on her, even if she fell sick, his heart would ache. It was simply a wondrous sight 

among the wealthy families of Jiang city. That year, Lei kangnian’s opponent failed to set him up and 

tried to use underhanded methods to set him up. Zhong Nanyin, who was pregnant with his boss, Lei 

Xiao, was unfortunately caught in the trap, and the child in her womb was born prematurely. Lei 

kangnian was furious. After sending Zhong Nanyin and his child to Jiangnan to recuperate, he massacred 

Jiang city. During that period of time, the entire Jiang city was in a state of panic, afraid that they would 

be affected by the anger of this beauty. It wasn’t until a few years later, when all the dangers had been 

swept away, that he brought his wife and children back. As if she had sensed Lei Xiao’s gaze, Lin Hanxing 

turned to look at him. The moment their eyes met, she smiled gently at him, causing the hearts of the 

people who had been watching the two of them to tremble. On the other hand, Lei Xiao pursed his thin 

lips, and the lines on his face that had been tense uncontrollably softened. Isn’t this candy a little too 

sweet? 

Kick! “Well said!” Just as everyone was caught up in it, suddenly, a high and arrogant voice came from 

the banquet hall’s door. Even the music in the banquet hall couldn’t cover the loud sound of the door 

being slammed. As the voice rang out, many fierce-looking brawny men broke through the security 

guards and rushed in. They blocked the important exits, causing the scene to become chaotic. Jiang 

Xibao stood in front of Lin Hanxing without thinking. Qi Li, he chengxu, and Lu bingde, who had been 

scattered in all corners of the banquet hall, also walked in her direction. On the other hand, Lin 

Hanxing’s cold eyes swept across the direction where the group of people had rushed in. With a cold 

smile on his lips, he gave Zhong Yifu a look and walked back to Lei Xiao slowly. Han boming was 

accompanied by Zhong Xueqing. When he walked in, he even clapped his palms together with a 



malicious look in his eyes. His eyes were fixed on Lei kangnian, who was standing on the stage. He was 

once his good brother! “Old Lei, you’re so good at this!” 

That gloomy tone was uncomfortable to the ears, not to mention the things that happened in Jiang city 

in the past few days. It made people instinctively think that han boming’s appearance was not friendly. 

Han boming looked around, and his eyes met with Lin Hanxing, who was standing beside Lei Xiao. He 

seemed to be waving his hand at her maliciously. In the coffee shop, Lin Hanxing had embarrassingly 

imprinted the scars on his palm. They were criss-crossed and looked indescribably strange to others. 

“Zhong Nanyin, we’re all family. Why didn’t you inform Xueqing of such an important day?” Today, han 

boming had a crazy feeling of staking everything on one throw running through his bones, which was 

abnormal no matter how one looked at it. He put his hand on Zhong Xueqing’s shoulder. If their 

relationship was still in a semi-public state in the circle before, it had now reached the point where they 

no longer cared about what others thought. “A family? Who am I a family with?” Even though mother 

Lei was already prepared because of Lin Hanxing’s reminder, she still felt an irrepressible anger clashing 

in her body. 

“Ha.” Han boming sneered. old Lei, when you and I went through life and death with each other, we 

brothers all swore that we would enjoy wealth and glory together. How come it’s only been a few years 

and I, the second largest shareholder of the Lei Corporation, can’t even attend your birthday party? ” 

After looking around just now, han boming certainly knew that the guests tonight were all important. He 

heard that even the people from the military headquarters had come to congratulate him before the 

start of the competition. In contrast to his miserable situation, han boming felt as if there was a breath 

of resentment stuck in his heart. He couldn’t let it go, nor could he swallow it. Lei kangnian looked at 

him expressionlessly, but his eyes were filled with anger. On the other hand, the yuan family, led by 

Yuan laosan, watched the show with great interest, especially Yuan laosan, who had always held a 

grudge against Lin Hanxing because of the previous cabinet meeting. Now that he could see her 

unhappy ... He was happier than anyone! As if he knew what Yuan laosan was thinking, Yuan Kang, who 

had been standing beside Yuan shaojing, snorted and subconsciously wanted to walk towards Lei Xiao 

and the others. After all, they had been glared at by Tibetan Mastiffs together in country G! “Don’t 

move,” 

Lin Hanxing could smell the faint fragrance coming from Jiang Xibao’s body. 

It smelled like tea. 

It smelled so good that it was refreshing. 

“Ninth young lady, the mute uncle and Bai Xi are ready.” 

Jiang Xibao said in a voice that only the two of them could hear. 

Lin Hanxing smiled and handed her a glass of champagne. 

“Xi Bao.” 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze fell on the stage. Father Lei was obviously very interesting as the crowd applauded 

from time to time. 

“Our ten year agreement back then said that you can be free at any time.” 



She said softly. 

Jiang Xibao’s eyes widened in shock. 

“Ninth young lady, I ... I promise to eat less in the future!” 

Jiang Xibao looked like he was about to cry. 

“I didn’t mean it that way.” 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was as helpless as he could be. Xi Bao was good in every way, but he was a little 

stubborn. 

Lin Hanxing wanted to explain, but he swallowed the words back down. 

Now was not the time. 

I’ll be going to country G for a while. Are you willing to come with me? ” 

She changed the topic and took the lead to give Jiang Xibao a heads up. 

After all, the conditions in country G were definitely not as convenient as those in Jiang city, not to 

mention the hidden dangers. 

I’m willing, I’m willing. I’ll follow you wherever you go, ninth young lady! 

Just now, Jiang Xibao thought that Lin Hanxing did not want him to follow him. He did not expect that he 

would be pulled back to heaven from Hell in the next second. His heart was beating rapidly like he was 

on a roller coaster. 

Hearing this, Lin Hanxing glanced at Liang yuran’s side. 

He chuckled and shook his head without saying anything else. 

Suddenly, there was a vibration in her handbag. 

Lin Hanxing’s expression did not change as he took it out and glanced at it. 

It was an unknown number. 

The content was only two words. 

Be careful. 

Lin Hanxing looked at the two words on the screen and fell into deep thought. 

In her mind, she couldn’t help but link these two words to the note she had received when she was 

trying on the dress in the store before the Lin family’s banquet. 

Yingluo, don’t drink anything tonight. 

At that time, that person had reminded him of this. 

She silently deleted the message as if nothing had happened. Naturally, no one else noticed her. 



Only the Thunder valiant beast. 

Standing at the head of the Lei family’s four sons, Lei Xiao had been looking at her from the start. 

His eagle-like eyes, which were usually filled with indifference, were now occupied by a gentleness that 

was difficult to describe with words, making his already proud and handsome face even more charming. 

Although father Lei was the one making the witty remarks, the socialites present couldn’t help but look 

at the four outstanding men. Their model-like figures were really tempting. 

It was like an idol group, standing behind their mother. 

It had to be said that Madam Lei really made people jealous. 

Which man could pamper her like a little girl for decades and have a strong relationship with her? not to 

mention cheating on her, even if she fell sick, his heart would ache. 

It was simply a wondrous sight among the wealthy families of Jiang city. 

That year, Lei kangnian’s opponent failed to set him up and tried to use underhanded methods to set 

him up. Zhong Nanyin, who was pregnant with his boss, Lei Xiao, was unfortunately caught in the trap, 

and the child in her womb was born prematurely. 

Lei kangnian was furious. 

After sending Zhong Nanyin and his child to Jiangnan to recuperate, he massacred Jiang city. 

During that period of time, the entire Jiang city was in a state of panic, afraid that they would be 

affected by the anger of this beauty. 

It wasn’t until a few years later, when all the dangers had been swept away, that he brought his wife and 

children back. 

As if she had sensed Lei Xiao’s gaze, Lin Hanxing turned to look at him. The moment their eyes met, she 

smiled gently at him, causing the hearts of the people who had been watching the two of them to 

tremble. 

On the other hand, Lei Xiao pursed his thin lips, and the lines on his face that had been tense 

uncontrollably softened. 

Isn’t this candy a little too sweet? 

Kick! 

“Well said!” 

Just as everyone was caught up in it, suddenly, a high and arrogant voice came from the banquet hall’s 

door. Even the music in the banquet hall couldn’t cover the loud sound of the door being slammed. 

As the voice rang out, many fierce-looking brawny men broke through the security guards and rushed in. 

They blocked the important exits, causing the scene to become chaotic. 

Jiang Xibao stood in front of Lin Hanxing without thinking. 



Qi Li, he chengxu, and Lu bingde, who had been scattered in all corners of the banquet hall, also walked 

in her direction. 

On the other hand, Lin Hanxing’s cold eyes swept across the direction where the group of people had 

rushed in. 

With a cold smile on his lips, he gave Zhong Yifu a look and walked back to Lei Xiao slowly. 

Han boming was accompanied by Zhong Xueqing. When he walked in, he even clapped his palms 

together with a malicious look in his eyes. His eyes were fixed on Lei kangnian, who was standing on the 

stage. He was once his good brother! 

“Old Lei, you’re so good at this!” 

That gloomy tone was uncomfortable to the ears, not to mention the things that happened in Jiang city 

in the past few days. It made people instinctively think that han boming’s appearance was not friendly. 

Han boming looked around, and his eyes met with Lin Hanxing, who was standing beside Lei Xiao. 

He seemed to be waving his hand at her maliciously. 

In the coffee shop, Lin Hanxing had embarrassingly imprinted the scars on his palm. They were criss-

crossed and looked indescribably strange to others. 

“Zhong Nanyin, we’re all family. Why didn’t you inform Xueqing of such an important day?” 

Today, han boming had a crazy feeling of staking everything on one throw running through his bones, 

which was abnormal no matter how one looked at it. 

He put his hand on Zhong Xueqing’s shoulder. If their relationship was still in a semi-public state in the 

circle before, it had now reached the point where they no longer cared about what others thought. 

“A family? Who am I a family with?” 

Even though mother Lei was already prepared because of Lin Hanxing’s reminder, she still felt an 

irrepressible anger clashing in her body. 

“Ha.” 

Han boming sneered. 

old Lei, when you and I went through life and death with each other, we brothers all swore that we 

would enjoy wealth and glory together. How come it’s only been a few years and I, the second largest 

shareholder of the Lei Corporation, can’t even attend your birthday party? ” 

After looking around just now, han boming certainly knew that the guests tonight were all important. 

He heard that even the people from the military headquarters had come to congratulate him before the 

start of the competition. In contrast to his miserable situation, han boming felt as if there was a breath 

of resentment stuck in his heart. He couldn’t let it go, nor could he swallow it. 

Lei kangnian looked at him expressionlessly, but his eyes were filled with anger. 



On the other hand, the yuan family, led by Yuan laosan, watched the show with great interest, especially 

Yuan laosan, who had been holding a grudge against Lin Hanxing because of the previous cabinet 

meeting. To see her unhappy now ... 

He was happier than anyone else! 

As if he knew what Yuan laosan was thinking, Yuan Kang, who had been standing beside Yuan shaojing, 

snorted and subconsciously wanted to walk towards Lei Xiao and the others. After all, they had been 

glared at by Tibetan Mastiffs together in country G! 

“Don’t move,” 

However, before she could lift her foot, she was stopped by Yuan shaojing. 
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“Uncle ...” 

Yuan Kang seemed to want to say something, but he was stopped by Yuan shaojing’s gaze. 

“Don’t add to the trouble.” 

That girl hasn’t even made a move yet, what’s the rush! 

“You know best what you’ve done.” 

Lei kangnian stood on the stage, looking at the sinister and crazy han boming not far away. 

He exuded an awe-inspiring aura. 

Even though he had retired from the scene for many years, the deadly and powerful aura of a big 

brother was still hidden in his bones. 

“I’m not sure!” 

Han boming spread his hands and put on an innocent look. 

“I just wanted to get what should have belonged to me. How could you ...” He said. 

He deliberately paused. 

The huge palm swept across all the Lei family members and finally stopped at Lin Hanxing. 

“The Lei family caused him to be in this state? Eh? Tell me!” 

Han boming said the last few words through gritted teeth, as if this was the only way to vent the hatred 

in his heart! 

“Lei Xiao, my daughter only admires you, but you’re going to kill Ming Mei for Lin xiaojiu. As expected of 

the cold and heartless Lei family!” 

Han boming suddenly changed the topic and pointed the spearhead at Lei Xiao. 
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He didn’t care about his face and shed all pretenses of cordiality. He was like a Mad Dog, biting whoever 

he caught. 

“Han boming, don’t you have any shame?” 

Qi Li, who was standing next to Lin Hanxing, sneered. Today, she had finally learned what it meant to 

distort the truth and make irresponsible remarks. Did han boming really think that no one here knew the 

truth about what happened back then? 

“I’m talking to the Lei family. What does it have to do with you, little girl? You couldn’t catch up with Lei 

Xiao, but you became friends with Lin xiaojiu instead. Qi Li, aren’t you an extraordinary one?” 

Han boming’s sarcasm instantly made Qi Li’s head explode. 

Fortunately, Lin Hanxing gave Jiang Xibao a look before Qi Li opened her mouth. Before Qi Li rushed out, 

Jiang Xibao had already easily controlled her. 

“I’m not as good as Mr. Han,” 

Lin Hanxing, who was standing next to Lei Xiao, said indifferently. His lazy tone was very comfortable to 

the ears. 

your daughter’s future is still uncertain, but you still have the mood to care about such a small matter of 

love, and you’re here mocking and ridiculing her with a junior ... 

Lin Hanxing slowly walked to mother Lei’s side. 

He held her hand. 

as the saying goes, one’s vision determines one’s outlook. I’m afraid it’s not difficult to understand why 

Mr. Han has come to this point today! 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes were frosty, and it sent chills down one’s spine. 

Her voice was very soft. 

However, it was such a cold tone that tore han boming’s disguise apart like a sharp blade. 

“Besides ...” 

Lin Hanxing looked in han boming’s direction, and his lips curved into a cold smile. 

my personal relationship with Qi Li is our own business. What does it have to do with you? ” 

“You ...” 

Han boming’s eyes suddenly widened, and his eyes were bloodshot, which made people’s hearts 

tighten. 

He could not help but break out in a cold sweat for Lin Hanxing. 

hahahahahahahahaha ... 



Suddenly, just when everyone thought that han boming would do something, they heard him suddenly 

raise his head and laugh. Zhong Xueqing, who was standing beside him, looked at Zhong Nanyin with 

resentment. 

She just looked at her. 

Zhong Nanyin was standing not far away. The soft glow of the crystal lamp enveloped her, giving her an 

indescribable sense of beauty. 

But what about him? 

Yet, he had appeared in such a sorry state. 

All the money had been trapped, and they had nothing left. The Jiangcheng sea bridge project, which 

they had high hopes for, had been obtained by the Lei family for free ... 

How could she accept this? 

How could Zhong Nanyin, who he had looked down on in the past, be able to live such a life without any 

basis? he was pampered by Lei kangnian and protected by his four sons. Now, there was even Lin 

xiaojiu, who had all the skills and means he wanted? 

Why was luck always on her side? 

Her eyes were filled with resentment, and she no longer had the elegance she had when she first 

returned to Jiang city. 

Zhong Xueqing’s heart was filled with hatred. 

He hated himself for being the one who should have lived such a life, for being the one who stayed by 

Lei kangnian’s side, and for being the one who enjoyed everyone’s envious gazes! 

what a sharp-tongued Lin xiaojiu! 

His men were still swarming into the banquet hall. When his men had completely controlled the 

situation, han boming finally stopped smiling and said gloomily, ” 

no wonder the Lin family couldn’t survive because of you. Now, even I’m about to die because of you! 

Han boming said gloomily. 

“Should I say thank you for the compliment?” 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes were as exquisite as a painting, and there was a soul-stirring light in his eyes. 

“You’re still being stubborn?” 

Han boming was really curious. Where did she get her confidence from? 

Didn’t Lin xiaojiu see how the other socialites were trembling in fear? This should be a normal woman’s 

reaction, right? However, from the beginning to the end ... 

Lin xiaojiu’s ‘I’ll just laugh and watch you act cool’ expression made han boming angry. He just wanted to 

break her calm and rational mind and see her completely lose control. 



“Han boming,” 

Lei kangnian, who was still standing on the stage, gestured for the guests to calm down and said in a 

deep voice. 

“I’ll give you one last chance. If you leave now, I won’t pursue today’s matter.” 

As soon as Lei kangnian finished speaking, han boming immediately sneered. 

Not pursue today’s matter? 

He wasn’t stupid. He didn’t believe that Lei Xiao didn’t have other things that could be used against him. 

Since he, han boming, dared to come here today, he didn’t think that he could go back in one piece! 

“What a pity, I want to go big tonight!” 

As soon as han boming’s voice fell, a large number of reporters holding equipment were invited in from 

outside. 

As today’s banquet was private, the Lei family did not announce it to the public. The reporters could not 

help but be shocked when they saw the scene in the banquet hall. 

They really thought that the Lei family had invited them. 

However, who would have thought that the press conference was invited by han boming in the name of 

the Lei family just for the big show tonight? 

After receiving han boming’s answer, Lei kangnian slowly closed his eyes. 

However, he quickly opened his eyes again and looked in Lin Hanxing’s direction. 

His deep eyes seemed to contain a surge of emotions, and after Lin Hanxing received Lei kangnian’s 

signal, he slightly lowered his long eyelashes. 

The shadow that was like a small fan covered the emotions in his eyes. 

Standing behind mother Lei and Lin Hanxing were the four men of the Lei family, who were strong and 

tall. At that moment, the four of them were surrounded by a dangerous aura, and even the air around 

them became thin because of the low pressure. 

reporters, I’ve invited you all here today to reveal a big piece of news! 

Han boming said to the group of people with a smile. 

Not only were there formal media reporters, but he had also invited a few well-known media outlets. 
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Hearing han boming’s words, not to mention the reporters, even the guests looked at each other. 

Breaking news? 

And big news? 
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What was han boming trying to do? 

The moment they heard this, the pupils of the other three Lei family members, except for Lei Xiao, 

suddenly contracted. Their handsome faces were extremely cold, as if they were covered with a layer of 

frost. 

Zhong Xueqing looked at Zhong Nanyin with a malicious smile, trying to see panic and fear from her. 

However, the moment his gaze fell on the other party’s face ... 

Her smile froze! 

Zhong Nanyin’s face was very calm, without any of the emotions that she had imagined. He stood there 

elegantly and nobly, as if he knew she would look over. Their eyes met in the air. 

Zhong Xueqing clenched her fists tightly. 

Mother Lei patted the back of Lin Hanxing’s hand, her eyes were gentle and kind. 

“Go on.” 

Even though she was mentally prepared, her hands still trembled when the moment came. 

Lin Hanxing walked back to Lei Xiao’s side. 

At this moment, Lei Xiao’s well-built body was wrapped in a hand-made and exquisite black suit. His 

three-dimensional facial outline was cold, his eagle-like sharp eyes were shrouded in a layer of darkness, 

and his whole body exuded a cold aura. 

In the next second, his large hand was held by a small, soft hand. 

As if he had pressed the pause button, Lei Xiao turned his head to look at the woman standing beside 

him. 

When their eyes met, Lin Hanxing smiled at him. 

She was unbelievably beautiful. 

“I’m here,” 

She said. 

The malevolent aura that the Thunder valiant beast had been sending into his limbs and bones gradually 

disappeared. He grabbed Lin Hanxing’s small hand and returned to his normal appearance. 

Yan beiming and Liang yuran came to stand beside Lei Xiao as quickly as they could. 

The visual impact of the six tall and handsome men standing together somewhat eased the tense 

atmosphere brought by han boming. 

“Liang yuran,” 

Suddenly, Lin Hanxing turned his head slightly and called out to Liang yuran in a low voice. 

“Yes.” 



help me contact sacred hands and ask him how long it will take. 

“I can only give him another 15 minutes at most.” 

Lin Hanxing lowered his voice and said this before returning to his cold and indifferent expression. Now, 

she needed to accurately gather information from all sides to choose the most secure plan to survive 

today’s crisis. 

No one knew that the Bluetooth headset hidden under her hair had been on the whole time. 

Ever since the media had turned on their equipment and started to connect to the entire platform, after 

a small hype, the attention on the internet had exploded. In a short time, the topic was rapidly 

fermenting in the entire Jiangcheng. 

Everyone was online waiting to see what han boming’s so-called ‘big news’ was! 

Han boming sneered. 

He wanted to see what kind of expression the Lei family would have after he finished speaking. 

How the Lei corporation’s stock prices would plummet! 

Lei kangnian, since you’ve been so unkind to me, don’t blame me for being unkind to you! 

The reporters surrounded han boming, just to get first-hand information, and the scene even began to 

get out of control! 

“Don’t be anxious, don’t be anxious!” 

Obviously, han boming was very satisfied with the effect of the explosion he had caused. He raised his 

hands to signal them to be quiet. 

“Xueqing, you speak.” 

Han boming pretended to be gentle as he put his hand on Zhong Xueqing’s shoulder. 

It looked like a light movement, but it was actually extremely forceful. 

Upon hearing this, all the lights turned from han boming’s body to Zhong Xueqing. 

The sound of snapping photos could be heard. 

The feeling of being the center of attention made Zhong Xueqing’s heart thump. 

There was a subtle sense of pleasure rising in his heart. 

“You’ve all been deceived by the Lei family!” 

The moment these words came out of Zhong Xueqing’s mouth, she felt as if she was the only one awake 

and the world was drunk, causing her to feel light-headed. 

“The president of the Lei Corporation, Lei Xiao, is not a child of the Lei family at all!” 

Zhong Xueqing’s words caused an uproar! 



Not to mention the reporters and guests, even Qi Li, Lu bingde, and the others were frozen in place as if 

they had been struck by lightning. 

What did she just say? 

Lei Xiao was not a child of the Lei family? 

In an instant, everyone’s eyes were focused on the head of the Lei family’s four sons, Lei Xiao! 

Perhaps they were too shocked, no one spoke. 

Lin Hanxing could clearly feel the temperature of the man’s fingers gradually turning cold. His heart felt 

as if it was being squeezed by a pair of invisible hands, and it was extremely painful. 

She tried her best to calm herself down and held the Thunder valiant beast in her hands. 

Thunder owl looked at her. 

His dark pupils were like bottomless black holes. 

“Hehe, Zhong Xueqing, you have to be responsible for your words!” 

Yan beixiao was so angry that he laughed instead. He suppressed his anger and spoke in a deep voice, 

even his eyes were fierce. 

“Of course I have evidence!” 

As if she felt that she had the initiative, Zhong Xueqing straightened her back and her lips curved into a 

proud smile. 

“I have both witnesses and physical evidence!” 

This sentence made the people who had yet to digest the previous news hold their breaths. 

“You’ve all been deceived. This Lei Xiao was adopted by Zhong Nanyin from the orphanage. Her child 

didn’t even survive! And this Thunder valiant beast’s biological parents were ‘famous’ people back 

then!” 

The more Zhong Xueqing spoke, the more excited she became. 

Han boming smiled evilly as he handed over a yellowed newspaper. Zhong Xueqing opened it, and an 

old smell spread in her breath. 

back then, the richest couple in Jiangnan, Peng Yuan and his wife, became addicted to drugs because of 

their friend’s temptation. Not only did they lose all their family assets in a short time, but they also died 

in front of their own son because of an overdose! 

Zhong Xueqing looked towards Lei Xiao’s direction in a provocative manner. 

However, the moment her eyes met the expressionless Lin Hanxing’s, she lost and turned her head in a 

panic. 



“The child didn’t eat or drink until five days later when he was found at home. He was on the verge of 

death and was sent to a welfare home after treatment!” Under Zhong Xueqing’s malicious voice, 

everyone’s face was filled with shock. 

Yuan yunrong, who was standing in the corner, exclaimed and covered her mouth, as if she couldn’t 

believe it. 

Young master Lei was not a child of the Lei family? 

This was simply too unbelievable! 

these photos were taken by the police when Lei Xiao was rescued. They are all kept in the welfare 

Institute now. If any reporters need them, I can send a copy to your e-mail! 

Zhong Xueqing even passed the photos in her hands to the reporters, allowing them to grab and peruse 

them. 

At the same time, the live broadcast platform on the internet had been completely bombarded with a 

large number of netizens, causing the system to almost crash. In a short time, the number of comments 

on Weibo had exceeded one million. 

The self-media platform also released the photos that Zhong Xueqing had given them at the first 

moment. 

In the photo, a skinny child was standing beside his parents ‘stiff and stinky bodies, as if his soul had 

been taken away by the two of them. In other photos ... 
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The boy was not wearing any clothes and was completely naked. He was naked for the examination, and 

the bruises on his body after the beating were so shocking that no one could bear to take another look. 

The reporter’s gaze shifted between the photo and Lei Xiao’s face, as if trying to confirm the connection 

between the two. 

“Where’s the witness? What’s a witness?” 

This voice came from the group of reporters, and it was immediately followed by others echoing it. 

Zhong Xueqing turned her head and looked at han boming. 

“Bring the person up.” 

Han boming said to his subordinates in a deep voice, letting his lips show an unscrupulous smile. 

Not long after he finished speaking, someone was brought in from outside. 

And now, even the slightest movement was enough to make the outside world go crazy, not to mention 

the person who was being used as a witness. 
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this is the director of the welfare Institute that accepted Lei Xiao. They have been in contact all these 

years. You can go and check if the Lei Corporation has been sponsoring the welfare Institute the most! 

Han boming said as he put his hand on the other party’s shoulder. 

Lei Xiao looked at the other party with a deep gaze, but the latter avoided his gaze. His eyes wandered, 

and his entire face was very tense, as if he was holding back something, but could not flare up. 

“Yes! Lei Xiao was adopted by Mr. And Mrs. Lei in our courtyard!” 

“I swear on my life that the person in the photo is indeed the current president of the Lei group, Lei 

Xiao!” 

As soon as the Dean finished speaking, there was an uproar! 

What han boming and the others said was actually true! 

Lei Xiao was really not a child of the Lei family, he was adopted? 

In an instant, not only the internet, but the entire banquet hall was filled with exclamations. 

At this moment, father Lei had already walked back to mother Lei’s side and shielded her behind him so 

that the flash could not capture any of her expressions. Meanwhile, Lei Yu, Lei Sheng, and Lei Jue were 

almost standing in front of Lei Xiao. 

Qi Li, Lu bingde, he Chengyu, and the others were the same. 

To them, they did not care whether Lei Xiao was the Lei family’s young master or not. As friends, they 

could not just stand by and watch! 

“Mr. Lei, is what Mr. Han said true?” 

“Madam Lei, what happened to your child back then?” 

Questions were thrown at the Lei family one after another. 

Han boming and Zhong Xueqing stood not far away, looking at the scene with a smug expression. They 

didn’t believe that they could deny it when there were witnesses and physical evidence. 

This news was already spreading on the internet. When the market opened the next morning, the Lei 

corporation’s share price would be greatly affected. At that time, they could take the opportunity to stir 

up the market. Once the shares were sold, people would immediately buy them. 

Hehe. 

If he wasn’t having a good time, everyone in the Lei family would have to suffer with him! 

“Enough!” 

Just as han boming was calculating in his heart, Lin Hanxing’s cold voice suddenly sounded in his ear. 

“This is just han boming’s one-sided statement. Isn’t it too early to make a conclusion?” 



Lin Hanxing exuded a strong aura from his bones, and the cold and hard side of him was completely 

exposed. 

Between the lines, he exuded the demeanor of a superior. 

“Evidence? They were just a few blurry photos! Witness? Who knows if this person has been bribed by 

you? Your lips touched and you said that ah Xiao isn’t a child of the Lei family. Then, can I also say that 

you’re maliciously framing him?” 

Lin Hanxing laughed coldly and walked in his high heels to the pale-faced Dean. 

His eyes were still flickering. 

He did not even dare to look up at Lin Hanxing or the Lei family behind her. 

“Xi Bao.” 

Lin Hanxing said in a deep voice. Jiang Xibao immediately handed over the things that he had prepared 

earlier. Lin Hanxing took it and casually flipped through it. Then, there was a strong sarcasm in her eyes. 

“Interesting.” 

Lin Hanxing gave Jiang Xibao a look and he immediately handed the remaining documents to the 

reporter. 

who would have thought that the money Zhong Xueqing invested in Jiangcheng Bay Bridge was actually 

han boming’s? both of their accounts are now frozen, which means that you have no money at all! 

Hearing Lin Hanxing’s words, the reporters quickly flipped through the documents in their hands. The 

more they read, the bigger their eyes became. 

The truth was just as Lin Hanxing had said. Both of their accounts were frozen, and han boming was 

even worse off. He had been restricted from leaving the country. 

“To blame all the reasons for failure on the Lei family and even ah Xiao, with your means, how can you 

not think of such a sinister method?” 

Lin Hanxing held the document in his hand and waved it in the direction of the guests. 

you must be thinking that the Lei Corporation will definitely suffer a huge blow when the stock market 

opens tomorrow. When that happens, you’ll be thinking of ways to reap the benefits and solve the 

urgent needs ... 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he was still holding something in his hand, Lin Hanxing really wanted to 

applaud han boming, the old fox. 

What a pity. 

She had been waiting for his pimple to come out with blood pus! 

“Dean, if you were forced to say those words by han boming, I hope you can tell the truth in front of 

everyone.” 



As he spoke, Lin Hanxing turned his head and glanced at Liang yuran. 

The latter tapped his index finger on his wristwatch. 

Two minutes passed. 

One hundred and twenty seconds. 

Lin Hanxing was counting down the time in his heart. 

Lin xiaojiu, don’t try to confuse us with your nonsense! 

Zhong Xueqing saw that Lin Hanxing was able to refute her so calmly and hurriedly spoke up, as if Lin 

Hanxing would have gotten the upper hand if she was even a second late. 

As soon as she finished speaking, she saw Lin Hanxing’s sharp and cold eyes suddenly look at her. 

It was cold. 

There was no warmth. 

Lin Hanxing was standing in front of all the Lei family members. His exquisite palm-sized face was 

expressionless. 

“What’s the hurry?” 

Three simple words came out of her mouth. 

Then, a clear whistle was heard from Lin Hanxing’s lips. 

His voice was smooth and natural. 

This scene was also transmitted to every corner of the internet through the cameras of the mainstream 

media and the private media. 

No one knew what she was doing. 

But no one dared to interrupt her. 

Her natural aura easily intimidated all the guests present. 

Han boming frowned, not knowing what Lin xiaojiu was up to this time! 

However, an inexplicable sense of danger emerged in his heart. 

Her eyes ... 

Han boming and Lin Hanxing looked at each other. 

From this angle, no one could notice the malicious mockery in her eyes. It was as if she knew what he 

was going to do, but she was still waiting. 

Just as he was thinking about this, he suddenly heard a burst of noisy footsteps. 



They saw that the banquet hall, which was originally controlled by han boming’s men, was suddenly 

filled with a group of strong Men in Black suits. They were expressionless and easily reversed the 

situation! 

 


